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Isolation and scale – what does adaptation mean in communities where 
capacity, resources, communications and options are limited?    
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e.g. Kiribati has 3.4 million km2 EEZ and 810 km2 land. 

= 4,220 : 1 (Ocean : Land ratio) 
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Average elevation above 
high water – often less 
than 1m. 

Acutely vulnerable to 
ocean/atmosphere 
extremes; e.g. storm, 
drought, ENSO. 

Direct dependence on 
functional reef systems; 
fisheries, mediating 
wave energy & island 
building processes.  

Known Climate Change 
threats;  

•  Sea level rise 

•  Greater incidence of 
temperature related coral 
bleaching 

•  Decreased calcification 
rates due to increased 
CO2 concentrations 
(De’ath et al, 2009) 
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These communities live in a sustainable manner and have relatively low 
impact on there surrounding environment and thus questions of vulnerability 
to extremes are directed more towards the ongoing function of natural 
ecological and physical systems (shorelines, reefs, hydrological systems, 
etc.). Understanding of these systems, the impacts of extremes and how CC 
increases this vulnerability is of primary importance yet we are almost 
entirely bereft of adequate baselines or research of how these systems are 
responding to any stress.    

Saline intrusion into groundwater – 
taro decline & potable supplies 
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High islands in the region 
have more options but the 
vulnerabilities of existing 
communities are very similar 
to our atoll environments.  



Urban Rural 
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For example; beach mining increases shoreline vulnerability yet building 
aggregate supply is crucial to development and CCa engineering where 

deemed appropriate.   
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Every year an estimated 70,000m3 of sand and gravel is mined from South Tarawa’s beaches 
to supply building aggregate in this rapidly growing urban environment (this is 
approximately equivalent to the area of land within the red circle). The “no regrets” 
adaptation response adopted by the Govt. is to develop a lagoon basin alternative to remove 
pressure from beach systems and protect the natural resilience of these systems which in 
turn reduces vulnerability to extremes. 
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Ad hoc adaptation whilst well meaning is poorly conceived, will not provide 
appropriate protection and can even lead to greater threat and damage. 
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Poverty, poor planning, ad hoc settlement and rapid 
urbanisation critically impact resilience of our 
communities and environment – if not addressed, such 
issues undermine our ability to adapt or address 
vulnerability to extremes.  
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Important baselines are frequently absent or inadequate in the PI region these are of course 
fundamental to improved vulnerability and climate change impact assessment. The absence of 

adequate data hinders adaptation and adds little to existing frameworks of understanding.  
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Some closing thoughts; 
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•  To successfully address vulnerability we must first understand the immediate and 
intrinsic vulnerability and resilience potential in each environment and social setting. 

•  Existing broad assessments tend to be very simplistic sometimes incorrect and/or 
offer few options, e.g. a black and white view of vulnerability – we need the grey. 

•  It follows that fundamental research and baseline information to inform communities 
of how best to adapt and where greatest vulnerabilities may lie is inadequate. 

•  For adaptation efforts to succeed they must be adequately resourced, designed and 
deployed responsibly – good intentions are not enough. 

•  In the immediate term and in the absence of improved understanding adaptation 
can be built on sound “no-regrets” approaches which lower vulnerability by enhancing 
resilience in natural systems and communities. 

•  Given what we understand of sea level rise, consideration of adaptation and 
vulnerability to extremes over centennial time frames will require significantly different 
approaches to those currently deployed in the region. 



Reduction of vulnerability to extremes or adaptation can mean many different 
things depending on resources, will and the aspirations of the community. 


